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QUESTION 1

Which key benefit of HPE Synergy helps to distinguish HPE from the competition? 

A. the ability to integrate IoT devices into the network with minimal security risks 

B. the ability to dynamically deploy location-based service apps to customer mobile devices 

C. the ability to support virtualized workloads from leading vendors such as VMware 

D. the ability to independently scale compute and storage resources, and redefine them dynamically 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What is one way HPE and Aruba solutions help to enhance security? 

A. They confine data and memory-driven computing to the network core. 

B. They build a silicon root of trust into IoT device hardware. 

C. They can onboard, monitor, and apply policies to BYOD and IoT devices. 

D. They ensure that archived data is encrypted and compliant with regulations. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer tells you their company does not need services because the product warranty will provide sufficient
protection. How can you explain why the warranty is not sufficient? 

A. The customer needs coverage outside normal business hours. 

B. The customer needs replacement of defective parts. 

C. The customer is responsible for paying shipping costs for replacement parts. 

D. The customer must prove that they did not cause the problem by misconfiguring the product. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What is one way that HPE expands the number of opportunities for you to sell HPE Hybrid IT solutions? 

A. HPE delivers a one-size-fits-all cloud option that you can target to small, medium, and large customers. 
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B. HPE provides an extensive partner ecosystem to ensure that the HPE solution fits in many environments. 

C. HPE and Aruba together deliver HPC applications that are optimized for the small-to- medium business (SMB). 

D. HPE has developed vertical-specific variations of its analytic software solutions. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

When assessing the potential impact of an HPE Edge-to-Cloud solution on an organization\\'s existing infrastructure,
which of the following is a key metric to collect and analyze? 

A. Customer churn rate 

B. Number of product returns 

C. Mean time between failures 

D. Employee satisfaction score 

Correct Answer: C 
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